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Haka Workshop from 19 of July 2021 until 21 of July 2021.
th

we start on Monday 19 of July at 6pm (with dinner together)
st

end is on Wednesday 21 of July 2021 at 1pm (then Lunch together, who wants)

This workshop is for men, women and teenager!
Connect yourself with your power and experience a path of untamed ferocity and express it
constructive.
HAKA – a dance of the Maori, but has nothing to do with our forms of dance.
Haka is connecting with our energy, to focus our power, our will, our braveness und our anger.
Through channelling this concentrated elemental force with the aid of our voice and movement, we are
able to express our power in a creative, not destructive way.
The name Haka roots in the Maori tradition and means simple dance.
HAKA is a statement, can tell a story, but can also express the opinion of a single person or a group. It
is used, for example, to focus the power of a group to bring together a huge canoe on shore. Haka is
also used as push before a fight und to frighten the opponent.
I have been taught by the high rank Maori Moe Tatua Turoa at Aotearoa (New Zealand). Once he told
me: one man has strength, ten men have ten times the strength, but when these ten men focus their
strength and get it into a common rhythm, it will be multiplied.
My teacher Moe Tatua Turoa gave me permission to bring the art of Haka to Europe and to pass it on.
Maori culture lives this archaic art of this concentrated fierce energy as expression of our power.
Without any doubt, our Celtic and German ancestors, male and female had a similar form of express
their power. It is necessary for each warrior to connect with his/her force and to be in his/her power.
Haka offers the opportunity to be really fearsome without any damage. One of the Haka that I pass on
is my own composition and choreo, it is not a translation of a traditional Maori Haka.

Contact and information
Klaus Wintersteller aroha@didgeridoo.at
Seminar fee:
€ 180 (Single Person)
€ 270 (Couples, Families)
Additional accommodation!
Please register and accommodation reservation direct with Stephanie:
Stephanie Forster
Seminar house Heft
Heft 1
D - 83083 Riedering
Tel. + 49 (0) 8032 - 98 999 05
Email: info@auf-heft.de
Info and fee for accommodation you find on www.auf-heft.de
PS.: we stand to the regulations and laws valid at that point in time

